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BULLDOG BREED CLUBS AND SHOWS
Club Secretaries details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website:
www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk
Bath & Western Bulldog Club
Open Show:
Date: Sunday 25th September 2022
Judge: Mrs Alicia Salkheld (Salkysbully)
Venue: TBC

Birmingham & Midland Counties Bulldog Club
Open Show:
Date: Thursday 5th May 2022
Judge: Ms Rachel Collie (Thornford)
Venue: County Showground, Stafford ST18 0BD

Open Show:
Date: Sunday 4th December 2022
Judge: Ms Emily Tearle (Terlingfair)
Venue: Willenhall Chart WV13 2NS

Blackpool & Fylde Bulldog Club
Open Show:
Date: Friday 24th June 2022
Judge: Mrs Claire Parker (Albionpride)
Following Blackpool Championship Show

Bulldog Day UK
Open Show

Date: Sunday 5th June 2022

Date: Saturday 8th October 2022

Venue: Newark Showground NG24 2NY

Judge: TBA

Annual event for all Bulldog lovers with profits going to
Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming Trust. Fun classes,
doggy shopping experience and advice. But most of all
FUN with your Bulldog

Venue:

2 details to follow.
More

British Bulldog Club
Open Show & Gold Medal Puppy Competition:
Date: Sunday 17th July 2022
Puppy Competition Judges: Mrs Sue Garside, Mr Bill Johnson, Mr Stuart Lowthian
Open to all dogs born in 2021. Enter on the Day. Judging starts at 10.00 a.m.

Open Show Judge: Mr Vicente Molés Vilar (Meljane)
Venue: Shirland Village Hall Main Road Shirland Derbyshire DE55 6BB

Championship Show
Date: Sunday 20th November 2022
Judge: Mrs Sonia Saxon (Bagibeli)

Bulldog Club Incorporated
Championship Show

Date: Sunday 15th May 2022
Judge: Mrs. Melanie Reed Peck (Byquy)
Venue: Grange Leisure & Community Centre Swindon SN3 4JY
Open Show & Bulldog of the Year
Date: Saturday 26th November 2022

Judge: Mr Tom McCash (Taybull)
Venue Inspire Sports Hall, Butterfield Green Road, Luton LU2 8DD

Bulldog Club of Scotland
Open Show
Date: Sunday 8th May 2022
Judge: Mrs Amanda George (Avaword)

Open Show
Date: Saturday 22nd October 2022
Judge: Mrs Carol Freshney (Bullenca)
Venue: Middlebie Community Centre Middlebie Lockerbie DG11 3HT
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Bulldog Club of Wales

Open Show
Date: Saturday 5th October 2022
Judge: Mrs Rita Simoncsik (Kupakos)
Venue: TBA
East Midland Bulldog Club

Championship Show:

Date: Sunday 9th October 2022
Judge: Mr Dave Tanner
Venue: Tomlinsons Upper Grange Farm Ratby Lane, Markfield LE67 9RJ

Junior Bulldog Club

Championship Show
Date: Saturday 15th October 2022
Judge : Mrs Ann Waters (Cholto)
Venue:
London Bulldog Society
Open Show
Date: 12th June 2022
Judge: Steve Parker (Albionpride)

Venue Larkfield Village Hall New Hythe Lane, Larkfield ME20 6PU

Limit Show
Date: 23rd October 2022
Judge: Sue Sibbick (Treasurabull)

Venue Larkfield Village Hall New Hythe Lane, Larkfield ME20 6PU
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Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club:

Limit Show :
Date: Saturday 7th May 2022
Judge: Mrs Alina Neiman (Kinlockbulls)
Venue: Whiston Town Hall Old Colliery Road Whiston L35 3QX

Northern Bulldog Club

DETAILS OF FURTHER 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON

Northern Ireland Bulldog Club
Dog Match & Barbecue

Everyone is welcome. Bring your dogs, children & friends
To Fullerton Park Community Cebtre
248 Glenburn Road, Dunmurry, Belfast, BT17 9BJ
On Sunday 29th May 2022 at 12.00 Noon
Judge: Rebecca Drysdale

Northumberland & Durham Bulldog Club
Limit Show:
Date: Sunday 31st July 2022
Judge: Mr Stephen Lee (Milasher)

Championship Show:
Date: Friday 16th September 2022
Judge Mr Paul Reynolds (Biddle)
Following Darlington Championshio Show

Open Show
Date: Sunday 13th November 2022
Judge: Mrs Victoria Paul (Blondello)
Venue for all three shows: Bowburn Community Association, Durham Road, Bowburn. Co. Durham DH6 5AT.
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Pennines Bulldog Club
Open Show
Date: Sunday 6th November 2022
Judge: Enrika Walker
Venue: The Newstead Centre Tilford Road Newstead Village
Nottinghamshire NG15 0BS

Plymouth Devon & Cornwall Bulldog Club
Open Show:
Date: Sunday 1st May 2022
Judge: Mr David Bell, (Pendlebriar)
Venue: Kentisbeare Village Hall Kentisbeare. EX15 2AB
Open Show:
Date: Sunday August 7 2022
Judge: Ms Ewa Larsson, (Britisher)
Venue Following Utility Day Paignton & District Fanciers Association Westpoint
Arena Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1DJ

South of England Bulldog Society
Championship Show:
Date: Saturday 4th June 2022

Judge Mr Ralph Taylor (Hillplace)
Venue: Newbury Showground Thatcham RG18 9NU
Open show:
Date: Sunday 28th August 2022
Judge: Mrs Hayley Dodwell (Asharlo)
Venue: Cobham Village Hall, KT11 2LU

Yorkshire Bulldog Club
Open Show
Date: Saturday 11th June 2022
Judge: Mr Chris Bracken (Bradiebe)
Venue: TBC
Limited Show
Date: Sunday 28th August 2022
Judge: Ramon Bonilla (Sharonbull)
Venue: Grenoside Community Hall Sheffield S35 8PR
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BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE BOARD

Can we save the British Bulldog?
Well Catherine Tate asked the same question but to be fair the problems they were talking about
weren’t even an issue then. Our breed is now so commercially bred, for colour, for profit, for
deformities that don’t look anything near our bulldog I fear it is already screwed.
I was so upset to read the Crufts fall out, to pull a health tested, standard dog apart so publicly
makes a total mockery of everything we have tried to achieve.
Why do that?
Why put down all the hard work the show breeders have done but yet promote the non standard
as healthy alternative?
I’ll tell you what these non standard dogs are like!
They are out of control; they have severe behavioural problems; they have totally different drives . They had those before the lock down but the pups now coming through that
were bred during the lockdown have the fact they are not socialised on top of that. In
short – out of control dogs whose personalities are nothing like the Bulldog.
As our kennels and foster homes fill with young dogs that need weeks, if not months of training
they are blocking the spaces for the dogs that have genuine reasons for needing our help.

So, whilst these breeders shout that they are not doing anything wrong, they are the very meaning of the word “commercial”.
Male bulldog pups were always a handful, what I always called the
“Lager Lout” or “Football Hooligan” stage, but although it was a pain it
was never ever dangerous.
Let me tell you about Bruno …. Bruno was bred during lockdown and
despite being a red and white dog, his siblings were all non standard.
Sold to a lady with severe mobility problems, he soon grew into a 25
kilo lump and the poor lady just couldn’t walk him.
He’d greet people by lunging at them and she simply had no control
over that. When he finally pulled her over on Boxing Day putting her in
hospital he was brought in as an emergency.
Walking him was far from pleasant, everyone we met meant being
dragged along – not even I could hold him unless I had some warning –
anyone that just appeared was fair game and I simply couldn’t get my
feet dug in quick enough to stop me going over.
So, the first thing I need to do was get that under control which I managed quite quickly.
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The first stage was to stop taking him out – other people got him too excited, and he simply
couldn’t control himself, and once that fog had taken over there was no controlling him.
So, plenty of walks around the property was the first stage, we dropped the harness and
moved to a slip lead.
We did nothing until he stopped pulling, so not even leaving the kennel initially. If he tried to
pull me out the gate then we turned around and went straight back.
It took a few attempts but eventually he got the message and once we had that basis to start
on, we could start teaching him that he only got to go out if he was calm. Pulling me up the
road became pulling me across the lawn, but the slip lead allowed there to be a clear
message between pulling and stopping dead in our tracks, and we’d stay stopped until he
stopped pulling.
Again, another positive to reward.

After only a day we could start bringing in the commands that would be the basis to stop him
lunging at people.
We started with Sit. Lots of repetitive Sit – reward. Walk forward, sit – reward. Walk forward
….. From there we could learn Wait.
This meant getting his focus on me and keeping his gaze for as long as I wanted him to wait
– for that he was rewarded.
A few more days and we could test this out on the public.
I kept the harness at bay and continued with just the slip lead. I made sure we only walked
where I had a clear view ahead – no one able to suddenly appear from the rhododendrons
and putting us back at the start.
Once I had spotted a person coming towards me, we stopped and sat. If he kept his gaze on
me whilst they walked past, he was rewarded, if he lunged we just walked on.
After a few more days we were back in the harness alongside the slip lead.
But this dog is clever, he began to second guess me and sometimes spotted the person
coming before I did and would just sit down and look at me waiting for his treat.
So, we switched things up a bit.
We now started to walk straight past the person. Whilst he’s working out why we are still
walking and not sitting we would be past the person and then he could be rewarded.
In no time at all walking him was a pleasure and he behaved impeccably.
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Sometimes I’d ask him to sit and sometimes I’d keep walking – he didn’t know which
way it was going to go so he couldn’t second guess the command.
I then started allowing him to play with one of the other dogs here and that’s when we
took a slight step backwards.
Getting him from his kennel to the run would cause him to get sooooooo excited he
simply couldn’t control the emotion and eventually he went for me.
I say went for me, it was pure “I have no idea what else to do because I’m so excited
and I don’t understand how I feel”
So, we took things back a stage, not coming out the kennel unless he was calm and
taking him for a walk before letting him play with Nancy in the pen so he could just get
his head straight.

Throwing in the odd random sit – wait just to keep him on his toes.
All this has taken 4 months, that’s 4 months we’ve had an under 1 year old bulldog using
up a kennel space that should have been rehomed back in January.
Now multiply that by all the young non standard dogs coming in that were also not
socialised or sold to unsuitable families.
Our behaviour advice line is ridiculously busy – a service that was hardly used is now
helping at least 1 or 2 families a DAY and yep, non standard young males in almost
every single case.
So can we save the British Bulldog?
I’ll be honest I don’t think we can now because as the fad colour breeding bubble bursts
(which it will) the breed will be so contaminated it will take many generations to get it
sorted – something else for breeders to take into account because if we ignore it the
temperament of the bulldog could be lost forever!
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Our recent walk raised just over £500 for Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming

For information on our events or to donate, please visit the website
https://www.bulldogrescue.org.uk

With grateful thanks to Tania Holmes. Bulldog
Rescue & Rehoming.
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THE THIRD PENNINES BULLDOG CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW

We didn’t want to let people down after the success of our first two
shows and were very mindful of all the history of the three clubs from
which The Pennines was born - Sheffield and District, The Leodensian, and Rochdale and District Bulldog Clubs. These established
clubs formed the Pennines Bulldog Club and I myself never want to
lose the past history.

I was talking to Graham Williams on the day; he is a very big part of
the Pennines. With his wife Vivian, Graham ran the Leodensian Club
for many years before it was amalgamated with the Sheffield and
District. This become the Sheffield and Leodensian Bulldog Club.
Coming up with fresh ideas for members of a club is always difficult if
you want to be innovative and takes hours – no, days – thinking
about what will work and what won’t but from the start our philosophy
has been “Try it, if it doesn’t work, it doesn’t work”!
This year we decided on a cinema theme with free food for
members and early on we began rigorous promotion of
the show, taking full advantage of the wonders of Facebook
and using lots of graphics. As a club we have realised the
power of social media and our efforts seem to have paid off,
judging by the interaction that we see on our Facebook page.
Our judge for the third Championship show was Katherine
Rose Kenyon (Atomstone) who was awarding CCs in the breed
for the first time. She attracted a respectable entry of 107 dogs
and everything was running smoothly until a good few of our
committee were hit hard with Covid or needed to carry out puppy duties.
Clubs are large wheels that have many cogs and everyone
plays a big part in making the day special, both in and out of
the ring, for people at the show. Our particular committee members’ cogs just had to get bigger to fill the gaps but we all
worked extra hard and it was a case of all hands on deck - in
the kitchen and elsewhere
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THE THIRD PENNINES BULLDOG CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW

We were very lucky to have lots of offers of help in setting
up via messages before the show, all of which we gladly
accepted.
Thanks to Jason and Clare Coburn and Jon Joe Cunningham we had ample help to set up. Thank you all.
The show opened to piped music of past cinema greats …
“Rocky” to get into the swing of things and, me being me, I
ran up the steps “doing the Rocky” and pulled my leg muscle. Pain all day!
The room started to fill up and the atmosphere was very convivial.
Ryan Rodgers (President) opened the show and a warm welcome was given to
the Judge.
The judging was going well and everyone was happy around the ring. 10.30
was our first members’ free food and we were all going round giving sweets,
popcorn and candy floss to members. There was a lot to distribute so officers
and committee were running around the hall, dishing out the first goodies.
The judging ran well with some larger classes and the judge was doing her own
thing. The ringside was a happy place.
At 11.30 it was time for another free members’ feed …. Nacho time!
Then it was all hands on deck in the kitchen again to get the food out, taking it
to everyone at their seats with a smile.

Everyone was working super hard. Nothing works better than true teamwork – and we have a
great team. It looked like everyone was happy, eating and watching the dogs been shown.
The Dog CC was to be awarded after the judging of Bitches had been completed.
After Minor Puppy Bitch we had a break for dinner … again free to members and it was Cinemastyle cuisine ... hot dogs with fries and crispy onions
and free Coca Cola.
Again the kitchen was in full swing and everyone
dropped what they were doing to help. Callum Hobster
who was helping all day getting people into the ring
even jumped in to help in the kitchen and he’s not even
on the committee.
It certainly seemed that everyone was enjoying the social side of dog
showing and making a day of it.
Next was the Members’ free draw … rock, paper, scissors! When I
thought of this idea I didn’t know if was mad or just plain daft but we
gave it a go and had five good prizes - giant chocolate bars, the star
been a 4.5 kg Toblerone along with five booby prizes. Two tickets
would be called for each prize and the holders would go head-to-head
… rock, paper, scissors, the winner being the best of three. First up
were Moira Lees (no relation to us) and Margaret Goodwin. It was going a bit wrong at this point.
Strangely Moira didn’t know how to play so she called upon her husband to take over from her…
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and he won the first prize.

THE THIRD PENNINES BULLDOG CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
The ringside seemed to enjoy this light relief during the interval. The next winners were Sara Macdonald, Jon Joe Cunningham and Moira Lees’ husband again. Three prizes were going up to Scotland
and the giant Toblerone was won by Billy Goodwin who has the best poker face I’ve ever seen, pretending he didn’t know the game! (LOL)
Well done to all who won, and I’m glad people liked this bit of light hearted fun. The booby prizes went
to Emma Simpson, Stuart Weebo Peebles, Steve Rose, Pam Allen.
The show began again, the dogs were all doing very well and the judging was flowing smoothly just as
I like to see.
An hour into the return of judging and it was time for more free members’ food.
Some people seemed to think we were trying to fatten them up! Free jam doughnuts for all were distributed to ringsiders and those in the caging areas by our energetic committee, resulting in lots of happy faces.
An hour later several people were seen adjusting their belts when the free Cornetto ice creams made their appearance and there was much lip-licking witnessed
around the ring. I would love to have blasted out “just one Cornetto” on the PA microphone but as judging was still going on thought better of it. Anyhow the ringside
was a happy place.
The Dog line-up was a tense moment as the judge appeared to be torn between
two dogs.

The winner of the Dog CC was Br/Sp CH WILL BE BULLS OPTIMUS PRIME,, so the Second in Open
Dog was called in, CH RICATORI REDESIGNED, and he took the Reserve CC.
Best Puppy Dog was HADDAWAY HEY BULLDOG and Best Veteran RICATORI PRIME TIME.
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THE THIRD PENNINES BULLDOG CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW

Next came the Bitch line-up.
The Bitch CC was won by BRITISHPRIDE LOVE with the Reserve CC going to CH
SGRIBBLE PIP AS BLENHIEMSTAR.
Best Puppy Bitch was ANDLARE SKALLY WAGG with Best Veteran Bitch going to
RAGMART LILLY PAD AS BLENHIEMSTAR
Best In Show was Br/Sp CH WILL BE BULLS OPTIMUS PRIME,
Reserve Best In Show CH RICATORI REDESIGNED,
Best Opposite Sex BRITISHPRIDE LOVE,
Best Puppy HADDAWAY HEY BULLDOG, Best Veteran CH SGRIBBLE PIP AS
BLENHIEMSTAR
Best Junior: the male, D’OR WOOD SELAYA.
Best Veteran: the male RICATORI PRIME TIME
As photographs were being taken, the judge was awarded a commemorative gift from
the club which was a large framed photo of her and her grandad, the famous Earl
Kenyon, and tears of happiness flowed.
THE OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE HAD REALLY PULLED TOGETHER AND APPRECIATED HELP FROM OTHERS, BOTH IN THE BULLDOG WORLD AND OUTSIDE IT.
HARD WORK FOR THE LOVE OF THE BREED.
Well done to all and thank you to the people who came and showed their support. I look
forward to welcoming you all at our next show.
DAVID LEES (Mellowmood)
Chairman
“I'd like to say a very big thank you to The Pennines Bulldog Club for inviting me to judge their third champ show. It was a massive day for me full of
emotions, I felt very proud to follow on in my grandads footsteps and to
reach a pinnacle in my life long passion for bulldogs. All the committee really looked after me and made me feel very at ease and welcome, the day
was a delight. Thank you to everyone who brought their dogs for me to go
over. It was an honour “
Judge Katherine Rose Kenyon (Atomstone)
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RECORD HOLDERS
CHAMPION ICEGLINT I’M HARRY

Champion Iceglint I’m Harry, bred by Sue & Ray Garside of the Iceglint Affix.

Ch. Iceglint Ivy was the Iceglint foundation bitch and all of their dogs can be traced directly
back to her. She won 7 CCs before having her only litter of 3 girls and 1 boy. (Ch.Iceglint
Intrepid). Intrepid became a top sire, and his daughter Iceglint Intrigue also became a
champion.
Another daughter of Intrepid, Annes Treasure to Iceglint was mated with Lynmans Living
Legend. This mating resulted in 3 girls and 2 boys one of which was Champion Iceglint I’m
Sophie. A repeat mating produced Ch.Iceglint I’m Alfred—who won Best In Show at the
West of England Ladies Kennel Association Championship Show.
Iceglint I’m Spike (Spike was an only puppy from Iceglint I’m Primrose & Lynmans Lasting
Peace) produced a daughter Biddle I’m Rozanne Iceglint who was mated to Lynmans
Stagestruck. This mating produced
Champion Iceglint I’m Harry.
During Harry’s illustrious career he won 42
CCs under 42 different judges, matching
the record of the great Beechlyn Golden
Nugget.
Harry is also the only dog to have won
Bulldog of the Year on three consecutive occasions and the last ever Pedigree
Champion Stakes.
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RECORD HOLDERS
CHAMPION ICEGLINT I’M HARRY
Harry was nothing much to look at when he was born. Long & thin like a skinny
pencil. For all the breeders who choose pups while still wet, this is one puppy
you would never have chosen lol… but he was a strong baby as were all his
brothers & sisters, and soon fattened up with mum Roxy’s fabulous rich milk.
At five weeks he was chosen by Ernie Jameson and he paid for him in full right
there & then.
When he went for his first vaccination he had no testicles but his brother, young Albert, who was
equally as good at that age, was entire. Ernie then decided he couldn’t risk buying Harry so took
home young Albert who was sparingly shown with some success.
They only attended a few local open shows but Albert had a fabulous home with his good pal Ernie
and that’s what’s most important!
When Harry had his second vaccination at
10 weeks he had one testicle & a retired,
divorced policeman wanted him. At 13
weeks his second testicle eventually
descended so he was going nowhere! Talk
about fate intervening!
He won a good minor puppy class (12) at
his first show and at his last minor puppy
outing won the RCC from Peter Booth at
Northumberland & Durham BC Ch Show.
He won his first CC from Lynn Manns at 9
months at Plymouth, Devon & Cornwall
BC; his second from Kevin Davies at 13 months at Richmond and his crown at BC of Scotland
under Pat Perkins so was a champion at 14 months & 4 days!
What an achievement!
He was a fabulous showman with a temperament to die for & in groups would pull out all the stops
to compete with the other utility breeds and usually got a place or even Group One!
He was top Utility several times & in the last ever Pedigree Ch
Stakes Final!
He’s the only bulldog to win the world famous Bulldog Of the Year
on three consecutive years (2008, 2009 & 2010) and attended
four times in total, the first time (2006) piloted by Lynn to reserve
best dog at only 16 months old!
He won 42 CCs from 42 DIFFERENT judges plus many reserves,
groups & group placings and is my heart
dog. I’m forever
grateful to have been given the honour & pleasure of being owned
by him for just under 9 years x
Sue Garside
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EAST MIDLAND BULLDOG CLUB OPEN SHOW
17TH APRIL 2022
Judge: David Martinez (Tres Llunes)

Held on Easter Sunday the Club had an Eggstravaganza day with Easter eggs galore for
both the exhibitors and the Judge.
David Martinez (Tres Llunes) had flown from his home near Barcelona and had drawn a
magnificent entry of 78/79dogs which is currently the highest for an Open Show this year.
The Club had moved to a new venue for this show at Kegworth Village Hall which proved
very popular with the exhibitors as the additional rooms for crates were perfect for the
dogs as doors opened onto the excise area allowing the rooms to be kept cool and airy.
A good sized ring allowed the dogs plenty of room and to move freely around the ring.
Homemade food and cakes were as popular as ever and most exhibitors left slightly
heavier than when they arrived.
Mr Martinez found his Principle winners in Best in Show D’Or Wood San Valero at
Gratiabulls owned by Claire Reynolds RBIS, BOS, BPIS Wilsonpride Love is the Law
Owned by Mark Harding, RBD Saffienna Gypsy King owned by Jon Jo Cunningham,
RBB Bagibeli Dancing Queen owned by Sonia & Andy Saxon.
The East Midland Bulldog Club’s Championship Show will be held on the 9th October
2022 at Tomlinson’s, Markfield. Judge: Dave Tanner
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RECORD HOLDERS
CHAMPION KELLOE WHITE GLOVE

50 CC ...50 different judges
Ch. Kelloe White Glove DOB. 28/12/1990.
When I came into the world of Bulldogs in the mid seventies there was no social media
so no googling and you tube to look for more information, you relied on reading books
and the established breeders sharing their knowledge of the breed with you.
Therefore, you went along to shows hoping that someone would acknowledge your
presence; you didn’t go up and start chatting -you waited for someone to speak to you
if they did it was Mr and Mrs, no first names until they gave you permission to use
them.
We were very fortunate that the late Dora & George Wakefield (OUTDOORS) took us
under their wing and became lifelong friends. One conversation that stuck in my mind
was how these very clever breeders would tell me they could pick the best puppy while
they were still wet and this is exactly what happened when White Glove was born.
Oon our way back from the vets I had the box on my knee looking at the most beautiful
litter of seven puppies we’d ever bred but there was one that I could not take my eyes
off she was so short and compact with a head that made my heart race my eyes were
transfixed and I turned to Christian and said grinning she’s my pick and she’s still wet! I
could have said it about any of them on hindsight as the whole litter became Champions around the world.
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CHAMPION KELLOE WHITE GLOVE
By the time they were up on their feet she was showing signs of the great showgirl she would
become.
We’d made a pen up that had a ramp up to the sleeping quarters she’d stand at the top of the
ramp like Britannia not letting any other puppies into bed!
As the months passed and she was looking so beautiful I start to panic she was too good to
be true and something bad was going to happen to her but nothing did and at six months she
went to her first show and after winning her class on the way back to the benches Pat Dellar
(Merriveen) was standing at the entrance to the marquee and we were by this time great
friends and rivals in the show ring.
Pat said let me have a good look at her she went quiet for what seemed like eternity, took a
long draw on her cigarette and said you can F##K off home with her …that was the moment I
knew just how good she really was!
Her CC awards started to come very quickly, she was the ultimate showgirl never taking her
eyes off the judges and demanded attention, which you will find it’s something all the greats
share this 'look at me attitude'.
We had no intention of going for the breed record as her mother Kelloe Hello was the
daughter of Ch Tyegarth Jacob of Kelloe and we’d shown him winning 35 CCs and said we’d
never do this again but the CCs kept coming.
At the time we had 3 shows in May she won all three CCs. It's also like a drug, it becomes
very addictive and the BIS & Groups are what you are aiming for...she loved every minute of
her show career always giving me a 100 percent in the ring.
At 4 years old we decided to retire her the last show was Richmond Championship Show the
judge Breed specialist Mrs Jean Booth (Hoptop ) when she awarded her the CC it was her 50
CC under 50 different judges!
She went on to win BOB and the UTILITY GROUP!
CH KELLOE WHITE GLOVE still holds the Title of the Breed record holder 3 decades later
and the journey we went on together will lives on in my heart and will forever I hope you enjoy
this little bit of history…

David McHale (KELLOE BULLDOGS)
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FROM AMERICA
Bulldogs in
Performance Events
When we think of dog competitions, we typically think of
conformation classes, or as some people like to say
“beauty contests”. These classes are judged by people
who are comparing the dogs against the standard of
perfection. It is subjective, based on the expertise and
opinion of the judge. Because of the subjective format,
this type of show sometimes doesn’t appeal to all bulldog enthusiasts .
More recently, the various AKC performance sports
have drawn attention from many Bulldoggers. In fact,
BCA (Bulldog Club of America) has expanded the Hall
of Fame to include Performance dogs.
AKC offers a variety of performance events that can
result in official titles.
This month we will learn about CAT and Fast CAT

One of the easiest ways to get involved in the world of dog sports is with a Coursing
Ability Test (CAT). Designed specifically for newcomers, each dog chases after
an artificial lure on either a 300- or 600-yard long course and must finish in less 1 ½
minutes and 2 minutes, respectively.
Fast CAT

Think of Fast CAT® – which stands for Coursing
Ability Test – like measuring a track star’s
speed: Dogs run individually in a timed 100-yard
dash. Available Fast CAT titles are suffix titles
earned at designated milestones.

The BCAT title is awarded when the dog
reaches 150 points. The DCAT title is awarded
when the dog reaches 500 points. The FCAT
title is awarded for 1,000 points. And FCAT
number (example; FCAT1) is awarded for each
additional 500 points.
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FROM AMERICA
Bulldogs in
Performance Events
Fast CAT is growing in popularity among Bulldog
owners.

It does not involve any special training although some
common sense should come into play. You don’t want
to run dogs that are too young with bones and joints that
are still developing.

You should be aware of your dog’s strengths and admit
any limitations. Bulldogs have a lot of heart and will often perform above their true ability just to do the job.

Preparing your dog for these events ahead of time if imperative. Conditioning can be as
simple as daily walks with some bursts of speed. It is not a good idea to expect a
“couch potato” to go out and be able to perform at peak levels in this sport.

I’ve included some photos of Bulldogs enjoying this fun sport.
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With grateful thanks to Elizabeth Hugo Milam

LET’S CELEBRATE OUR GOLD HEALTH TESTED BULLDOGS
BRED FOR FITNESS BRED FOR LIFE
BREDTO THE BULLDOG BREED STANDARD

Jiruka’s Max Verstappen SaintRosemil

Ruakuri Hikurangi

Sgribble Pip as Bleinheimstar

Ricatori Acapella Class

Ruakuri Making Sweet Memories
as Blenhiemstar

Shipshape Wish upon a Star @
Skabeat
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Rospaw Maid of Gold Melafella.

Ruakuri Moment of Glory

Starora Bellezza
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Bulldog Day UK
SUNDAY 5TH JUNE AT NEWARK SHOWGROUND
NG24 2NY

for everyone who loves and owns a Bulldog or
wants to know more about them !
The Popular Bulldog Day Returns to Newark

Bulldog Day UK 2022
For their 14th Bulldog Day UK will be at Newark Showground for June 5th 2022 for their annual
day dedicated to our wonderful British Icon Breed the BULLDOG .
If you have one, or would like one, or just love seeing them this happy day is for you. In 2019
our last before the Pandemic 435 dogs came through the turnstile! Many of them are regulars
returning year after year.

It’s fun, educational and total love of the breed brings people together from all over the country.
Although it is a one day Event, the facilities and weekend starts on Saturday June 4th when
campers in tents and caravans are welcomed to the site in the well-known prestigious
Agricultural Showground after 9am
Saturday can be spent exploring the very interesting countryside around Newark itself including
Newark Castle, Kelham Hall, the Air Museum, Go Carting, trying out the many eating places
with dog friendly outside tables so the whole can family enjoy visiting the area with their dogs.
It’s a great area to explore.
In the evening around 7.30 pm the Hall is opened for a ‘Campers Social’, bringing their dogs
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Bulldog Day UK
SUNDAY 5TH JUNE AT NEWARK SHOWGROUND
NG24 2NY

On Sunday Bulldog Day UK itself dawns with breakfast butties and drinks for Campers,.
At 9.am the traders all arrive and set up for the opening time at 11am.
Free on-site parking .
A full programme including Fun Bulldog Dog Show,14 classes with a few special
classes of all dogs who live with the breed, ‘have a go handling lessons’ introducing
How to Show, Children’s Entertainer, Demonstrations, Competitions, BBQ food, Drinks

The Bulldog Breed Council will have their Education Stall, and other Breed clubs are all
invited to attend.
Vicky’s Drop in Centre in the Red tent will be there meeting and helping to answer
problems .
We have a free to enter ‘Bulldog Day Bake off’ where the cakes can be judged at 12
and then sold in aid of the event /Rescue
This year we have some extra rescue and welfare groups joining us, besides Bulldog
Rescue and Rehoming Charitable Trust, The Edward Foundation, Geordie
Bullies, and French Bulldog Welfare. We have Pug Education and Boxer Rescue are
also invited .
This year we have a great theme as it’s in the Royal Jubilee Weekend, ‘Royalty‘ is the
theme but this can be ‘Fairy Tale Royalty’ too ! for the children to dress up and join in
with.
Dogs and owners can join in the fancy dress class for the dogs too
Visitors to the show can bring along their own dogs as long as they are well-behaved
and socialised.
Admission on Door
£4.50 adult £2.50 Child [over 3] £10.00 Family ticket
Advance booking will be online for camping and for admission prepay

The usual stalls will be attending ,lots of Bulldog memorabilia,
unusual dog products, basics, to buy and every vendor donates to
the day which after the expenses all profits are given to
Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming Charitable Trust no:1115009
Show Classes supported by the Blackpool & Fylde Bulldog Club
Contact vicky@keziabulldogs.co.uk or visit our Facebook https://www.facebook.com/
groups/304023806391170
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Dog Parkour
Dog Parkour: The New Canine Sport Your Dog Will Love
When Griffin, a three-year-old Glen of Imaal Terrier, showed signs of stress at agility competitions, his owner decided they both needed a break. Performance sports require both the human
and canine to be at the top of their game, and Griffin wasn’t. The other dogs bothered him.
“I wanted to work on building up his confidence,” says Kelli Whitfield of Pensacola, Florida,
Griffin’s owner.
She chose Parkour as the means to boost Griffin’s self-assurance, and it worked. Griffin could
practice at his own pace with no other dogs around.
“The more Parkour he did, the more he wanted to do,” Whitfield says. “Griff would even find his
own obstacles and show me what skills he could do on them.”
So, what is dog Parkour? And how can your dog get involved in this new canine sport? Find out,
below.

WHAT IS DOG PARKOUR?
Dog Parkour, or as it’s sometimes called urban agility, is a fairly new
sport that blends elements of human Parkour (moving rapidly through
an area, typically in an urban environment, running on, jumping over
and climbing obstacles) with dog agility. In the canine version, dogs
interact with environments that aren’t normal for them, says Dr. Abigail
Curtis, co-founder of the International Dog Parkour Association (IDPA).
Curtis and her other co-founder, Karin Coyne, practice human
Parkour. Eventually, they noticed how many of the same type of obstacles, like benches, walls, railings and concrete barriers, were also
available to dogs. “[The dogs] go through, on, under and into all types
of obstacles,” says Curtis
One of the beginner behaviours, called “2 Feet On,” is when the dog approaches an obstacle
(like the table portion of a picnic table for a tall dog or the bench of the table for a shorter dog),
places his two front feet on the obstacle and remains there for at least five seconds.
Another beginner behaviour, called “Under,” is when a dog crouches and
goes under an obstacle that is shorter than his or her head height.
Directions for teaching each of the skills appear on the IDPA website.
Competitions for dog Parkour don’t exist and, for a dog like Griffin, that
turns out to be one of the pluses of the sport.

“It’s all about growth and how you help your dog learn a skill,” says Curtis.
“Then the dog will become the most confident version of themselves.”
The more Griffin and Kelli did Parkour, the more the dog’s confidence in
his ability grew. Now, he’s returned to agility competitions but has added
dog Parkour to his routine. He looks for objects at the show sites where he
can show off a Parkour behaviour. Recently, at an agility competition,
Griffin put two paws up on a cooler, backed up a set of steps and jumped
on some logs, all on his own.
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Dog Parkour
BENEFITS OF DOG PARKOUR
Getting outside with your dog and giving him or her one-on-one attention has a variety of advantages.
Instead of walking on the same old sidewalks down the familiar streets around your house, you get out
and explore different areas of your community or beyond.
“You can find areas to practice where there aren’t other dogs or people, so it’s good for fearful and reactive dogs,” says Curtis. “Puppies, adult and senior dogs all enjoy dog Parkour. It’s even great for a dog
that needs conditioning, like agility dogs that only compete on weekends.”
Curtis’s own 15-year-old dog does Parkour at a more senior-age
level (she likes to do “2 Feet On” and “4 Feet On” activities on
objects at low levels), which helps her maintain cognitive awareness, Curtis says.
For dog owners, the benefits of dog Parkour are the same: spending
time with your pet and exploring new environments. Whitfield even
recruited a local friend and their dog to join her and Griffin on mini
hikes searching for items to use as obstacles.
PARKOUR SAFETY TIPS

Whether you work with your dog alone or join someone else, safety is always
paramount. The practices IDPA employs are designed to keep your dog as
safe as possible while practicing Parkour, says Curtis.
One of the main safety protocols includes requiring a dog harness and a leash
that is six feet long or less. The harness should have a ring on the dog’s back
where you fasten the leash so no stress is put on the dog’s neck.
You’ll also want to inspect the obstacles being used before your dog goes on, around or under them.
Make sure they aren’t slippery, don’t contain nails, glass or any protrusion that might harm their paws.
Act as a spotter for your dog so that he or she doesn’t jump from an unadvised height and land on a
hard surface. If an action seems dangerous, it probably is, says Curtis.
Curtis also recommends paying close attention to your dog during your Parkour sessions. One day, he
or she might not feel like performing, so honor that. You can come back in a week or later and attempt
that same obstacle again.
Why should you train dog Parkour?


You can greatly improve your dog’s general and fine motor skills. This means that your dog will have
more control and awareness of its own body and how to use it (Helton, 2007). Often, dogs do not
realise that they have a hind body, and they can therefore find it difficult to balance on different objects or walk backwards. Training dog Parkour will greatly increase these skills.
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Dog Parkour


It will improve your dog’s confidence. By asking your dog to perform different known tricks in
new ways, or on top of different objects will often at first seem challenging to your dog. When
you help your dog to overcome this new challenge, your dog will become proud of itself and
trust both itself and you more. By working on your dog’s confidence and self-esteem you also
help it to overcome many different kinds of anxiety.



By having your dog use its muscles in new and different ways, you not only build up more
muscle mass and improve mobility, but you also improve your dog’s circulation (blood flow)
through the entire body (Heaton et al, 1978).



When training dog Parkour your dog will also experience that being outside does not necessarily mean that you become passive and boring, but you may in fact want to train and play
with it. This will help your dog to stop pulling and instead walk nicely on its leash simply because you are more interesting than whatever the dog can see or smell in the distance.



You greatly improve your mutual relationship and bond by having fun together in new and exciting ways.



It can be adjusted to suit any age, any size, any breed, and any mobility of a dog. All dogs can
therefore benefit from this amazing dog sport!

Where can I train dog Parkour
Here’s another reason why dog Parkour is an amazing sport. Dog Parkour can
be trained absolutely anywhere! Do you live in a city? -Not a problem. Maybe
you live at the countryside? -Great! It is only your own imagination that limits
your creativity and training
In the city you might be able to find playgrounds which can be used for so many
different dog Parkour games. You can often find steps or benches which can be
used for paw targeting (2 paws up, 4 paws up, hind paw targets) or balancing
games. You might find poles or trash-bins you can send your dog to go around,
etc.
In a forest you have a huge amount of trees, big roots to climb on or under,
maybe fallen trees or a few that have been prepared for pick-up and lies neatly stacked. However,
be very careful with stacked trunks as they can begin to roll!
At the countryside you might find haystacks or compressed hay bales that you can use for almost
anything.
What kinds of things could I do with my dog in this dog sport?
All you have to do is find something that your dog can either crawl under, jump on top of, climb over, walk
around, stand up against or walk through.
Impressive of difficult tricks does not have to be art of the dog Parkour training. Being able to perform different easy tricks or basic commands on top of different obstacles can be challenging enough – and it also
looks pretty cool.
Simply asking your dog to switch between positions such as sit, down and stand on a new object can be
challenging enough for a beginner. Meanwhile, it is also an amazing way of improving the dog’s body
awareness and building healthy muscle mass.
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JUNIOR BULLDOG CLUB
2 OPEN SHOWS

Morning Judge: Mrs Emma Lee (Milasha)

BIS: BLONDELLO
CAPTAIN MARVEL

RBIS: FRANKYANGLES POLLY

BOS: BULLMONT
LORD OF THE
MANOR

BP: BAGIBELLI
DANCING
QUEEN

The committee worked really hard, and congratulations to the ring
stewards for controlling the whole event so well.
The happy atmosphere of this show was enhanced by the food provided
by Jack, Janice and Alan May (Bare Bones) which was free to all
members.
Great photos taken by Steve Flatt
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BV: LYNMSNS
LIMITED EDITION
DANNOBLE

JUNIOR BULLDOG CLUB
2 OPEN SHOWS
Afternoon Judge: Terrie Phillips (Rokoluck)

BIS: ERIMUS COOPER
AT LINMIST

BOS: TESTWOOD
KILLER QUEEN AT
BOYATTBULL

BP: MYSTYLE RED
ENSIGN

BV: LYNMANS
LIMITED EDITION
DANNOBLE

When the show is over for exhibitors the work does not stop
for a committee.
I obviously think that our committee is the best but all the
breed clubs in the country need to be applauded for what
they do for this breed.
Take a bow all of you.
Support Every Breed Club in what any way you can before it's
too late.
Martin Holmes
Show Secretary
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SEMINARS AND TESTING DAYS
5th May 2022

6th May 2022

Conformation & Movement

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge

At Birmingham National

At Birmingham National

Contact Christina Chapman on 01507 363736

Contact Christina Chapman on 01507 363736

Email: christinachaman.bukris@googlemail.com

Email: christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com

7th May 2022

15th May 2022

Critique Writing

Points of the Dog

At Birmingham National

At Aston Village Hall SG2 7ED

Contact Christina Chapman on 01507 363736

Contact Pat Dufty

Email: christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com

Email: secretarymhgc@mail.com

BREED APPRECIATION DAY

18th June 2022

14th May 2022

Requirements of a Dog Show Judge & Critique
Writing

At Swindon
Nr Tiverton

£25.00 Attendance & Exam

Contact Holly Henderson 07511252425
£15.00 Attendance inly

email: HollyLHenderson@outlook.com

Book / pay via Paypal: kellylinmist@aol.com
19th June 2022

22/23/24 June 2022

Conformation & Movement

Points of the Dog

Nr Tiverton

Leeds Championship Show

Contact Holly Henderson 07511252425

Contact Christina Chapman 01507 363736

email: HollyLHenderson@outlook.com

Or by name of facebook
Or christinachapman.bukris@googlemail.com

14th August 2022
Conformation & Movement & Critique Writing
At Cobham, Surrey
Contact : London Bulldog Society
Gemma: 07595 603 751 or Tania: 07982 771 674
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FROM THE KENNEL
CLUB
Health issues in Dogs
Our dogs depend on us to look after them and we want nothing more than to help
them to live full, happy and healthy lives. Although most dogs don't see their vet
very often, there are still many reasons your dog can become ill.
There are some steps you can take to reduce the risk of your dog becoming ill
from some health issues, but sometimes problems can still occur despite giving
your dog the best care. You know your dog best and you should always see your
vet if you have any concerns.
This month we are talking about

Ear infection - Otitis externa
What is otitis externa?

This very common problem occurs when the lining of outside part of the dog’s ear
(from the ear flap and along the ear canal to the ear drum) becomes inflamed and
thickened in either one or both ears. This condition can be uncomfortable and very
painful and, if left untreated, may require surgery to treat.

Which dogs are more at risk?
Otitis externa can affect any dog, regardless of their age or breed, although it may
be more likely to occur in long-eared dogs, such as spaniels, retrievers, or dogs
with very hairy ears. Dogs with otitis externa can go on to develop inflammation of
the middle ear (just behind the ear drum) or in very severe cases, the inner ear
(where the ear and brain meet).

Why are ear infections common in dogs?
Dogs have a long and narrow ear canal with an L-shaped right angle bend part the
way along. This bend is a common site for waste to collect, leading to problems in
the ear. Dogs with long ears can have a higher risk of developing otitis externa
because the ear flaps prevent moisture from escaping, making them a warm wet
environment, perfect for yeast and bacteria to thrive and spread.
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FROM THE KENNEL
CLUB
What effects should I look out for?
Initially the effects may be mild, but can quickly get worse if left untreated.
Clinical signs of otitis externa can include any combination of the following:








head shaking (especially if given an ear rub)
the underside of the ear may be red or inflamed, and may feel warm
repeatedly scratching or rubbing the ear (sometimes causing bleeding)
the ear smelling unpleasant
your dog may not want to be touched on the head or around the ear
apparent pain
waxy (brown, yellow or black) discharge

your dog may seem tired or irritable (due to them being uncomfortable)
In severe or chronic cases, the outer ear canal can thicken and the eardrum can
rupture causing problems in the middle or inner ear, which may cause the dog
to be off their food, find it difficult to walk in a straight line/stand up and tilt
their head. They may be in severe pain and can become deaf.

What causes otitis externa?
A mixture of several different factors may lead to your dog developing otitis
externa. Certain triggers may cause your dog’s ear to become more susceptible
to other influences, such as yeast, bacteria or foreign bodies. These secondary
factors can then cause inflammation, irritation and pain.
The initial triggers can include:








Allergies
The environment
The shape of the dog’s ears
Tumours
Parasites
Other medical issues
Overenthusiastic cleaning
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FROM THE KENNEL CLUB

What should I do

if I suspect my dog has otitis externa?

If you think that your dog has any form of ear irritation or infection, you should speak
to your vet straight away. The sooner appropriate treatment is started, the sooner
your dog can be given relief from the itching and pain. Otitis externa can get progressively worse, so not seeking advice is likely to make the condition more painful
and more difficult to treat. Do not try and treat your dog at home or clean your dog’s
ear if you do not know what’s causing the irritation. If your dog has a foreign body in
their ear you may accidentally push it further into their ear causing more damage.

How is this condition diagnosed?
After taking a full history your vet will want to look inside your dog’s ear canal to look
at the degree of inflammation and see if there are any tumours, foreign bodies etc.
that could be causing the irritation. A swab may be taken from your dog’s ears to
look for yeast, bacteria or parasites. Your vet might also want to investigate if your
dog has any allergies or any underlying health conditions that could have caused this.

What treatment might my vet give?
The treatment your vet decides to give your dog will depend on what they find during their examinations and investigations.


Your vet may clip away any long fur around the ear or may clip the fine hairs in the
ear canal to increase air flow and allow any damaged tissue to heal



Your vet will clean your dog’s ears and any foreign bodies or blockages in the ear
will need to be removed. Your dog may need a thorough ear flushing and cleaning, which may require them to be sedated or anaesthetised



If appropriate, medications will be given for parasite, bacteria or yeast infections
and certain treatments may be required to reduce the swelling or treat the pain



Dogs that have allergies may require certain drugs or a change in diet/lifestyle,
depending on what they are allergic to. Dogs that have a tumour or have severe
otitis externa may also require surgery

Recovery from otitis externa will largely be at home, but how long this takes will depend on how severe the damage is. Most dogs will fully recover in three to four
weeks, but severe cases may take longer.
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Treating the initial cause
Most ear infections can be managed and treated successfully so long as the initial trigger is discovered and treated. If the initial cause is left untreated your dog
may keep getting secondary infections until the trigger is eliminated, which can
lead to the ear canals narrowing, and infection in the middle or inner ear. Scar
tissue can form in the ear canal and may prevent some medications from reaching the problem tissue, whilst also preventing skin, cells and hairs from leaving
the ear, causing further problems.

Taking steps to prevent otitis externa
To try and prevent further instances of otitis externa you should regularly clean
your dog’s ears. Some dogs may be more prone to chronic otitis, and regular
cleaning is unlikely to prevent this. It’s best to get into a routine of doing this
and choosing one day a week where you can take a few minutes to do a quick
check and a quick clean. Dogs with very hairy ears should be trimmed often to
prevent heat and moisture becoming trapped in the ear which could cause further problems. If your dog regularly goes swimming, ensure that you dry your
dog’s ears afterwards.

How to clean your dog’s ears
Ask your vet to show you the best way to do this. It is important that you clean
your dog’s ears correctly and do not push anything into the depths of your
dog’s ear canal in case it damages the ear, pushes particles deeper inside the ear
or triggers an infection.


Massage the base of your dog’s ears for around 20 seconds to soften and
release any material. You may wish to consider using a suitable dog friendly
ear cleaner to make this more effective (talk to your local veterinary practices
to see which ones they recommend)



Wipe the inside part of your dog’s ear flap several times with a cotton ball or
wet wipe, starting at the entrance to the ear canal and moving toward the tip
of the ear so as to drag any material away from the ear canal.



Dry the ear gently with a towel afterwards
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BATH & WESTERN COUNTIES
BULLDOG CLUB
OPEN SHOW 23rd APRIL 2022

JUDGE: MR MARTIN JONES (DAUBHILL)
Says the Judge, Martin: I have been judging Bulldogs for over twenty years and am currently a
‘B’ listed judge with the Bulldog Breed Council, This is my eighth Bulldog judging appointment
and I am honoured that the Officers and Committee of the Bath & Western Counties Bulldog
Club have given me this opportunity.
I began showing Bulldogs in 1973 as a young boy aged ten and have to thank my late mother
and father (Sheila and Frank Jones (Babjon) for wholeheartedly starting my interest in both
showing and the Bulldog breed. They were Bulldog owners before I was born, in the late 1950s,
meaning that I grew up and took an interest on showing from a very young age.
My overall winners at this St George’s Day show are:

Best Dog & Best In Show
Bullmont Lord of the Manor

Reserve Best Dog
Waneta Gambit

Best Puppy Dog & Best
Puppy In Show
Kadreya Galantis

Reserve Best Bitch Imp Esp
Onahia Del Atlante Wished at
Treasurable
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Best Bitch & Reserve Best In Show
Avaword Tempress At Ballesmar

Best Puppy Bitch
Wilsonpride Love is the Law

BULLDOG WARRANTY
Dear Customer,
Congratulations on acquiring your Bulldog. Please find the
instructions for your model listed below:
Although your Bulldog comes fully assembled, due to particular
issues during production, we do occasionally have issues with
components such as screws. They invariably are either loose or
missing altogether.
Mode 1: This is the sleep mode, activated for the majority of the day
as the Bulldog ages. This is normal and you should not worry about
it, just accept the peace and quiet while you can.
Mode 2: Psycho. Although we have tried to ease the effect of the
Psycho mode, it’s not always possible. There are a few issues with
the timer settings of the Psycho mode in regard to there being none.
Should your Bulldog suddenly go from comatose to running around
the walls, we cannot stop this feature.
Sunlight: Do not allow your Bulldog to stay in the sun too long. They
can burn if left unattended, but they also recharge. Too much of a
charge and mode 2 can be activated without warning.
Energy consumption: This has been an ongoing issue as their
energy consumption is constant. We have tried to put baffles,
non-return valves and diversions in place but none seem to work
adequately. Safe to say what goes in comes out, in both solids and
gas.
The gas, although noxious, can only inhibit breathing of the owner for up to ten minutes.
Naming: Your Bulldog comes untitled as we feel owners should use names of their own. If you
are unsure, we have listed below a few names our owners like to use: You’re kidding me, Is
that yours? Don’t you dare, Leave it ,OMFG, Put that down, Why? Get that out of your mouth
The zipper: We ask you not to try to open the Bulldog zipper on their belly as this will invalidate
your one hour warranty.
Rumors that they are merely toddlers in a dog suit is highly contested.
Software: Your Bulldog is pre-installed with the highest software and hardware. This includes
the loyalty chip, the love everyone chip, fun chip and, of course, the highly popular mayhem
chip.
They are all running on the What the hell operating system 12.2. Although this has been in
circulation for many years, we have found it simply cannot be improved upon.
Should you have any queries you can reach us on 0898 what-did-I-do
Thank you.
We hope you have many years of enjoyment with your Bulldog. Please be
aware that by the time you have read this, your warranty will have run out.
Unfortunately, we do not renew warranties and we do not offer refunds or
returns...ever. It’s your problem now.
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Trachea, Breathing and Throat Issues in the
Bulldog
Bulldogs belong to a group of dogs know as "brachiocephalic" breeds or "short-nosed"
breeds. Since dogs do not sweat to cool themselves as people do they rely on panting to
help expel excess heat. The short nosed breeds’ cooling mechanism and air transfer maybe
somewhat less than other breeds making them prone to over heating, heat exhaustion and
heat stroke.
Temperament can also play a role in over heating. A very excitable Bulldog, or the under
socialized Bulldog that gets nervous or "worked-up" is at a higher risk for breathing problems. Through excessive panting or barking Bulldogs can actually cause oedema (swelling)
to their throats and larynx causing severe respiratory distress.
Start early with your puppy to get them used to different types of situations involving crowds,
children, multiple dogs, visits to the vet, dog shows, etc. so they accept these as a normal
part of their life. Many "old time" Bulldog breeders carry lemon juice to squirt in their dog's
mouth to help clear their throats. Lemon juice is actually considered a mucolytic and
is excellent at clearing mucus- so this might be worth a try if your pet has problems.
The average trachea size for an adult Bulldogs is size 7 trachea, which is based on the size
of the trachea tube used in surgery. The higher number the wider the trachea is. However, it
is impossible to determine exact size as many vets try and use a general (size 7 or 8) tube
when in fact maybe a 9 would have fit fine. However when they use smaller ones it's usually
do to a small throat. Below is size examples of trachea tubes.
Please always use a Bulldog experienced vet. It's most
important to do so,
Tracheas in Bulldog can be tricky, and one should be
very well experienced when dealing with Bulldogs and
surgery.
There are many stories of people using a non experienced vets with Bulldogs and that end up with real
problems, even fatalities!
One must only exercise the Bulldog to their level of
comfort. Some Bulldogs are great, they can do anything,
anytime, others must limit activity. We seem to be
finding better throats in Bulldogs in this day and time vs.
a decade ago.
In certain individual Bulldogs the breathing problems are
more pronounced and is known as "Brachiocephalic
Syndrome."
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Trachea, Breathing and Throat Issues in the
Bulldog
The first component of this is pinched nostrils (stenotic nares).
The openings to the nostrils in these dogs can be no more than
slits. Air sounds can frequently be heard with each breath. If you
pinch your own nostrils and try to take a deep breath you will
experience a feeling of negative pressure down near your larynx
or voice box. This negative pressure does several things. It
stretches or pulls on the soft palate which is the soft tissue just
behind the hard palate (hard roof of the mouth). This condition is
known as an elongated soft palate.
These dogs will make excessive snorting or snoring noises. Often you can feel strong vibrations when lightly cupping your hand over the underside of their necks. Sometimes too, they
will regularly spit up white frothy foam that becomes trapped in their throats. Pinched nostrils
and elongated soft palates often go together and can only be helped by surgery. The nostrils
can be opened with a "wedge resection" to remove tissue and create a wider opening. This
can be done with very little scarring and the sooner it is performed on puppies the better. The
soft palate is best shortened using a C02 laser. Lasers cause less swelling, bleeding, and
pain allowing the pet to be discharged the same day. The benefits of these surgeries can be
dramatic, and are greater in younger animals as compared to a dog that has been having
problems for several years.
Two other components of the syndrome are everted laryngeal saccules and a hypoplastic
trachea.
The saccules are located down within the openings of the
trachea or windpipe. The negative pressure formed higher in
the airways causes a sac on either side to get sucked out into
the airway with every breath. These appear almost as little
balloons and further occlude the airflow. These dogs are
usually the ones that have had ongoing problems left untreated. They tend to have trouble breathing with the least amount
of activity or excitement. The saccules should be excised (cut
out) to correct the condition. The last feature of the syndrome
known as hypoplastic trachea simply means a very small trachea.
BOAS (Brachiocephalic Obstructive Airways Syndrome) can now be tested for. Details for
this can be found on the Bulldog Breed Council website (www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk)
under the Health tag.
By testing, it has been found that overweight Bulldogs are more prone to having excess
tissue in the neck area which can cause problems, as well as the length of neck.
BOAS testing is an important part of the Bulldog Breed Council Health Scheme, and it is
important when buying a puppy you ensure that the parents of your chosen puppy have been
health tested on this Scheme.
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Springtime Pet Hazards

Even if we love the things that winter brings (like the holidays), we don’t always enjoy the cold
weather and staying indoors, and our furry friends especially don’t.

As spring approaches and we all look forward to the wonderful warmer weather, open grass
fields, trips to the park, and long blissful walks and runs, we veterinarians also prepare the not-so
-wonderful spring hazards. As a small animal veterinarian, I see an influx of itching pets, fleas,
ticks and certain seasonal poisons. Let’s take a moment to discuss how to prepare your pet for
spring and what to do to keep your pets safe and happy during the season of perfect weather.
Allergies
Spring is the time of year for allergies, which brings itching dogs and cats.
Pets suffer from skin breakouts and itching when they have pet health allergies to natural factors such as pollens, grasses and plants. Luckily,
there are many great treatment options for our suffering pets. Vet’s Best
Seasonal Allergy Dog Support Dog Supplement is a good option to help
support skin health to protect your pet against environmental allergies.
Speak with your vet regarding which type of prevention or treatment is
best for your pet’s health.
Easter Treats and Decorations
Did you know that Easter lilies (Lilium longiflorum) are toxic for our pets? These beautiful and
common household plants can cause toxicity and illness, so please make sure to keep them well
out of reach of your furry friends. In fact, keep the whole Easter basket stowed away, because
the fake plastic grass that is used as a lining is very tempting to pets but also very dangerous to
pet health if eaten. Chocolate is common this time of year, especially during the Easter holiday,
and it should be kept out of reach of curious noses. If your pet has ingested chocolate or lilies,
please contact your vet immediately for pet health treatment.
Ticks and Fleas
Just like us, ticks and fleas love the warm weather. Fleas not only cause itching and secondary
skin infections, but they also transmit tapeworms, a gastrointestinal parasite. Ticks can spread
several different diseases that affect both pets and people. Monthly tick and flea prevention is
imperative to prevent disease and keep our pets safe. Use a broad spectrum flea control and
protection against ticks and mosquitoes, too. Ask your vet which flea and tick control product is
best for your pet.
Heartworm

Heartworm disease is transmitted by mosquitoes, which breed and flourish during the warmer
times of the year. Heartworm disease is a serious and sometimes fatal disease that primarily
affects the heart and lungs, but can also affect the liver, kidney, eyes and central nervous
system. The treatment is costly and strenuous on our pets. Monthly heartworm prevention is safe
and important to prevent disease and keep them safe. Talk to your vet about which prevention is
best for your pet.
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Bees and Wasps
These are so common during the spring and summer, and your dog can have a devastating reaction to a bee or wasp sting, so try and avoid them. If you do see them,
encourage your dog away.
Fertilizers and Mulch
Spring is wonderful for gardening and being outdoors. I always advise my pet parents
to be conscientious of the fertilizers they use, because most contain a wide assortment of potentially toxic substances, including iron and nitrogen. Fertilizers may also
have pesticides, fungicides or herbicides. Please inquire about the fertilizers you use
and whether they are poisonous for your pets.
Antifreeze
Antifreeze is a coolant used to prevent car engines from overheating. Pets love to lick
antifreeze because it has a sweet smell and taste. Antifreeze is dangerous if ingested
and is one of the most common forms of poisoning in pets. Make sure to keep it well
out of reach, and if your pet does ingest some, contact your vet immediately. Early
treatment can save your pet’s life.
Ponds Rivers and Lakes
Be aware of the dangers of bodies of water to your pet. Don’t let them chase nesting
birds, or allow them near fast flowing rivers—sounds obvious but sometimes the
dangers are hidden beneath the surface.
Enjoying the Good Old Outdoors
Everyone loves longer walks, trips to the park, and car rides during the warmer time of year. But being outdoors means a greater
chance of your pet wandering off.
It is the law in Britain that dogs are microchipped for identification, which is registered with your home address, cell phone and
any other relevant contact information. They must also wear a collar with tag inscribed with their home phone number.
Please enjoy the beautiful weather with your pets, but do so with
caution.
Lets keep our pets safe and healthy.
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BULLDOG SCHOOL
BULLDOG TEMPERAMENT
Temperament: Alert, bold, loyal, dependable, courageous, fierce in appearance, but
possessed of affectionate nature ...... HOWEVER we all know they can be very stubborn,
easily spooked and of course they NEVER forget?

99% of Bulldogs have amazing temperament's make wonderful pets, can be very loving,
gentle and adore the company of children but at times we do see the odd one which can
give cause for concern.
WHY? It must be remembered that Bulldogs go back through a violent history, as with all
pure bred dogs they had an original purpose and in Bulldogs this history was quite
violent, bull baiting and dog fighting , thankfully this has been bred out of the breed and
they are now recognised as part of the Utility group and make wonderful family pets
however on a VERY RARE occasion we come across one which is not quite "made right"
A chemical imbalance may take place in the dog's brain and can play a primary role in the
behaviour of a dog.
When something happens to a Bulldog it never ever forgets so if and when "that something " happens again the dog will react with what we call a "Flight or Fight" reaction
which means that when they feel threatened they will react to it in one of two ways –
“flight” which means to run away, or “fight” which means to stand and deal with it. The
trigger of these irrational fears can be anything from that scary new bin, that plastic bag,
new sofa, moving the dogs bed, a dog on dog attack, being mistreated in a past home or
experiencing pain.
Now sadly if the dog has experienced being frightened or hurt in some way, they will react in the only way they know how to protect themselves. Fear aggression kicks in then
sadly a bite can take place. This is RARE but a very serious situation and should be very
carefully assessed.
Sometimes a Bulldog can have what is known as RAGE SYNDROME.
Rage Syndrome in dogs is sudden in onset and comes with little or no prior warning.
The signature of the condition is a sudden and unexpected display of extreme aggression
in the dog, which is over quickly and then apparently, completely forgotten by the dog,
whho appears to be totally unaware of what they have done.
Rage syndrome in dogs usually begins to present itself between the ages of three months
and one year old, although it is possible that a dog may live to two years old before their
first attack.
Ultimately, if a Bulldog is dangerous during an attack, and has or appears likely to bite or
attack people, children or other animals, URGENT help and advice from good knowledgeable, experienced bulldoggers will be required. Correct advice from people who
UNDERSTAND THE BREED is vital because bulldogs are so very different in the way
they behave and react to what may seem like normal situations to other breeds. One of
the saddest things we see in Bulldogs is when they fall out with other bulldogs/dogs in the
home, this is nearly always permanent.
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BULLDOG TEMPERAMENT
They find it very hard to forgive each other once they have had a serious fight and even
when you think things have settled down, there'll suddenly be a situation where it kicks off
- Great care should be taken splitting up fights of this nature as they will be totally focused
on each other and you are more likely to be accidentally bitten, if you do, remember the
dog did not mean to bite you !!
In many multiple Bulldog / dog homes you will often find one has to be kept separate from
the other/others or sadly they have to be rehomed.

Bulldogs grow and mature like no other breed and can go through what we call the
"teenage stage" often desperate for attention, showing off and acting well out of order this
is a different type of aggression and they do grow out of it.
Do your research and again talk to the above mentioned organisations and make sure you
have a copy of The Bulldog Bible by Tania Holmes and check out our files on the Bulldog
Rescue & Rehoming Facebook group.

Bulldogs like routine, that way they know what to expect. Regular feeding, walking, playing, exercise, grooming and time out and most important ‘you time’!!
After all you have breakfast time, dinner time, teatime bedtime, chill out time.

For ‘down to earth’ sensible advice for all your Bulldog problems from extremely experienced
people, please contact Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming
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With thanks to Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming

RANDOM THOUGHTS
I was disappointed following Crufts, as I am sure, were lots of other people.
It was such a positive experience. The dogs looked absolutely beautiful, clean and healthy,
even Dr Jane Ludlow said she was pleased with the progress made..
The Bulldogs’ Discover Dogs stand won the Utility Prize, and the Bulldog Rescue Stand won
Best Utility Breed Stand. Discover Dogs was manned by experienced people and beautiful dogs
who participated in activities such as Mantrailing, Parkour and Flyball. Fit as fleas and wonderful temperament.
Yet still, we (Bulldogs) were the target.
So what’s going on?
Following Pedigree Dogs Exposed in 2009, we looked at our show dogs and said “yes, you
might have a point, there are areas we can improve.”
The Kennel Club removed all exaggerations from the Breed Standard and the Breed Council
promoted health testing. The result is that Bulldogs bred to the Breed Standard from health
tested parents are certainly much healthier than they were (as a general rule) 15 years ago.
Yet still the keyboard warriors spew their vilification.
Maybe its just the name? Maybe people, including vets, genuinely don’t know the difference between Bulldogs bred to the Bulldog Breed Standard, and those bred to extreme,
so here are some pictures to show you the difference:

Bred to the BULLDOG
BREED STANDARD

Bred to the BULLDOG
BREED STANDARD

Bred to the BULLDOG
BREED STANDARD

The pictures below have not been distorted. Do NOT confuse the dogs below with dogs
bred to the Bulldog Breed Standard from Bulldog Breed Council Health Tested parents:

Undesirable Extreme Bulldog
NOT bred to the Bulldog Breed
Standard

Undesirable Extreme Bulldog
NOT bred to the Bulldog Breed
Standard
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Undesirable Extreme Bulldog
NOT bred to the Bulldog Breed
Standard
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How to Make Your Dog the Perfect Houseguest
Your friends with the incredible house by the sea just invited you and your dog to visit for a
long weekend. Are you excited to go or stressed because you’re not sure how your dog will
act?
Even the best-behaved pets can have unexpected behavioural slip ups when hanging out
in a new environment, but the good news is you can set your dog up to succeed by doing
some planning before you leave and being a responsive pet parent while you’re visiting.
GETTING READY

First, brush up on your dog’s household manners. You want your dog to be a charming
canine ambassador, and the best way to enchant your hosts is to show up with a polite
pup.
Polish the basics, like “stay” and “come” when called, and as you practice, remember to
incorporate the obedience cues into your everyday activities. For example, work on four-on
-the-floor greetings to curb jumpiness and get your dog used to holding a down-stay with a
busy toy during dinner to prevent begging.
Keep in mind that it’s tough for dogs to generalize behaviours, so even if your dog is well
trained at home, it’s possible he’ll have a tougher time following familiar instructions when
in a distracting new environment.
Make sure to pack all of your dog’s necessities as well as
some management tools that will make life easier for both
you and your hosts. Bring your dog’s own bowls and food,
a few of his favourite dog interactive toys to keep him
occupied, high value dog treats, and his bed or crate if he
still uses it. Consider bringing dog gates to keep your pet
from roaming the house unattended, a white noise
machine if he barks at unfamiliar sounds at night, and if
you’re going to spend time on the beach or trails, old
towels for clean-up.
WHAT TO DO UPON ARRIVAL
Start the trip off on the right paw by bringing a thank-you gift for your hosts from your dog
(yes, from your dog). A small token of appreciation, perhaps a set of tea towels with a dog
motif or a dog-themed coffee table book, will set the tone for the weekend. And don’t forget
about your hosts’ pooch as well. A bag of gourmet treats or a cute handmade dog toy is a
sweet way to show that you appreciate their hospitality.
Maintaining positive canine relations is imperative for a stress-free visit, so take the time to
properly introduce your hosts’ resident dog to your dog when you arrive. Find a neutral
location where both dogs can engage in some friendly parallel walking and sniffing, then
when all signs point to positive interactions, bring them to your host’s garden and let them
get to know each other off lead. Keep in mind that it’s a good idea to encourage breaks
throughout your stay, even if the dogs enjoy each other’s company. Allow the dogs time
apart from each other to rest, which prevents overstimulation.
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Even though your pet might be clean on his home
turf, there’s a chance he could slip up in a new environment. The excitement (and confusion) of a totally different daily routine might throw him off his
schedule and might lead to a mess inside.
To prevent any embarrassing accidents, act as if
your dog is a new puppy while you’re visiting and
supervise him at all times. Your dog might only
need a few ‘potty trips’ when home, but it’s safer to
double up on them when visiting.
Accompany your dog outside for ‘potty trips’ even if your hosts have a fenced-in
garden so that you can confirm that he did indeed go and then reward him for
getting it right. And if you’re still worried about accidents despite your vigilance,
bring a bottle of enzymatic cleanser just in case.
The easiest way to get an invitation for a return trip is to follow your hosts’ rules.

Before you allow your dog up on the sofa or in your bed,
check with them to make sure it’s okay. Find out if there are
any dog-free zones in their house, like the dining room or
upstairs.
Ask which parts of the garden are okay for your dog’s ‘potty
breaks’ and if there are any locations you should steer clear
of, like near the prize rosebushes.
If you take the time to understand what’s acceptable and
what isn’t, you and your dog will fit seamlessly into your
hosts’ home.
HOW TO HANDLE ISSUES DURING YOUR STAY

But what if things get bumpy during your stay?
Taking your dog for a visit can lead to unforeseen challenges, like if he won’t stop
chewing the throw pillows or he decides to treat the family room rug like a toilet
despite your best efforts.
If things aren’t going smoothly, step up your management efforts.
It might mean that your dog has to hang out on a tether near you when he’s inside
so he can’t sneak off and ‘potty’, or needs to be crated when you leave the house to
prevent pillow destruction.
However, if you take the time to prep before you set off for the trip, take the
appropriate equipment with you and are mindful of your hosts’ rules, you and your
furry best friend should have a fantastic holiday.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG
Hello Bulldoggers, Welcome to No 9 in the series…
We hope you are enjoying our column we will be sharing our Barking Mad times as well
as offering you advice on how to make your Bulldog a Star!
Celebrity Events
It’s always lovely to be invited to Celebrity events. Especially when it’s for a fantastic
cause. This month we went to Incredible Kratu’s and His Mum, Tess Swan’s Book
Launch in Chelsea.

I first met Tess & Kratu through my Ch 4 TV Show – The Pet Talent
Agency Barking Mad. Tess and Kratu won our Best In Show Judged
by Sarah Robinson from Frank and Jelly’s On Line Dog Store (Sarah
and her store were also on my TV Show) Together with TV Celebrity
Vet – Rory the Vet from ITV’s Lorraine Show (Where we met him) as
well as CBBC and more.
We went on to become great friends and I encouraged her to write
the book on her life journey with Kratu as they both saved each other. Here we are a few years later, it really is an amazing read…I
love that and I get a thank you in the book!
Incredible Kratu: The happy-go-lucky rescue dog who ...
Book Description From a camp in Romania, to the show ring at
Crufts, Incredible Kratu is the moving story of a lovable rescue dog
who healed a broken, autistic woman, and how, together, they continue to bring joy to everyone they meet. About the Author Tess Eagle Swan was raised in a small Hertfordshire village. You can purchase here:https://www.amazon.co.uk/Incredible-Kratu-happy-go-lucky-rescue..

We met some great friends at the book launch who we have not seen
since lock down!...
Here we are with the amazing Actor Peter Egan, a huge career in acting, you may know him more recently from Downton Abbey and Afterlife with Ricky Gervais. The most wonderful gentleman and Dog and
Animal Charity Ambassador. We have worked together raising awareness for Wetnose Animal Aid. Ronnie joined us on the night but Kratu
was just about to have an operation on his leg so we decided not to
take him into the party as he would want to play with Kratu. So poor
St. Peter stayed in the Car with Ronnie.
Inside, we met an old friend Marc Abraham also known as Marc the
Vet who had the day before just received his OBE from Prince Charles
for his Services to Animal Welfare and rightly so.

.
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Here I am with Kratu, and Kratu and Tess, he is a funny, sweet, crazy dog and I think they both
rescued each other!

May already! 2022 is flying by! A great Bulldog Event, The Bulldog
Bonanza in Essex, this year it’s on May 1st.
We have enjoyed supporting the EF. The first time was when we arranged
for a Documentary Film Maker to come along and film there. You can see
this Video here

The next year we arranged for ESSEX TV to come and film
at the Bulldog Bonanza, it was a great clip, but I cannot find it
now!
The year after that we were filming my TV Wedding so I
asked our lovely friend Psychic Sally Morgan, a fantastic
Bulldog Mum to open the Bonanza Show for me. Sally was
greatly received and had a fantastic day.
Looking forward to June, there is the Biggest Bulldog Event, you really must come to, as it’s Her
Majesty’s Platinum Jubilee weekend. The Bulldog Day UK is holding their Platinum Extravaganza on Sunday 5th June at Newark Showground in Newark on Trent NG24 2NY. Put it in your
diaries Bulldoggers!
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I am also privileged and honoured to be judging the Fun Dog Show at The Bulldog Day UK, I would
love you to come along, we have 15 classes including fancy dress! It’s the weekend of the Queens
Platinum Jubilee so I really would love to see all the Union Jacks out in force please! Off course
Ronnie helps me with the Judging, he has a good eye!

Here I am as HRH Her Majesty at the London Bulldog Club in a Fancy Dress Class, with my girls
Lady Lola and Princess Tia!
Last month I was invited to Judge Bullish Magazine on Line April Show, I do love to look at Bulldogs!
Here is my Best in Show
I am also Judging another Dog Show in Essex in August, I will tell you more
about that next episode!
If you attend any Dog Show and have a win, not matter how big or small, always get a great photo and send it into your local Newspaper. The press love
to support and do a write up on most things Dog, so send in your photos of
your Dogs and Rosettes. Even if you were binned a photo of your Bulldog
with a Sign saying “I was naughty at the Dog Show and did not Win a
Rosette” The Press and Dog Magazines love all these photos and will often
contact you for a back story. This is great fun.
As we are still in Essex! We have been on Towie (The Only Way Is Essex) about 5 times now and
from that we have been invited to the Sugar Hut After and Launch Parties, Essex Fashion Week and
much more. Here are some of our Essex fun and frolics!
We first met our dear friends Lucy Texeira and Charlie Bird from X Factor (Finalists) 2 Shoes. We love
them and they fell in love with Baby Gracie and Angel Star and said we will have to escort them everywhere and we have! We often pop on stage with them and during instrumentals on we come all
dressed up for a bit of Bulldog Dancing!
This friendship is still going on today and
we often join them for some fun and
crazy stuff that the girls do. They were
even my singing Bridesmaids for my
Wedding TV Show! As well as my Bulldog Bridesmaids off course!
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One of the Essex Fashion Weeks, we
were filmed for Towie. From there we
were invited onto the TV Show and we
loved our time on there, but alas they do
not pay and sometimes you just have to
say, no thank you.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CELEBRITY BULLDOG

On Towie, the After Parties were amazing we met lovely Gemma Collins who loves Bulldogs, in fact
all of the cast and crew fell in love with ours.
Here are some more faces you may recognise if you are fans of the show. Lovely Bobby Morris and
Mick Norcross owner of the Sugar Hut.

Here we are, when filming, when and we can’t bring the Bulldogs we take some rather cute stand
ins! This has always proved fun and then we donated them for Raffles or to local Charities.
Here with Harry Derbridge, Bulldog lover Kirk Norcross and David Van Day (Dollar) and his wife Sue
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Aisleyne Horgan Wallace and Nikki Grahame both from big Brother but often on the Essex Celebrity
Circuit. I knew both girls well from my Big Brother Days.
My favourite Pete the Pirate Wickes, a French Bulldog Owner and Bulldog lover. We went on to
work together with Wetnose Animal Aid and Paws 2 Rescue.
These events are brilliant, I love a Red Carpet event!

These lovely Puppies of mine are Edie and Doris from baby Gracie’s litter, just the two of them.
The cutest pair!
I am sad to say, but looking back at these photo’s we have lost Mick Norcross ( Kirk’s Dad, both
on the show) and the darling girl that is Nikki Grahame.
There was a TV Documentary about Nikki’s life on TV last month. As a Big Brother Fan, I will
continue to remember her with fondness and how happy Nikki was cuddling one of my Bulldog
Puppies.
Parkour & Doggy Dancing and thinking about Agility!
Lord Ronnington is loving his Parkour, he is much more stimulated on his walks and we are finding new
things each week to challenge him. He still won’t go over black drain covers, but hey that’s just a Bulldog
thang!
He has learned to navigate jumping from the concrete seats on to the arched Garden walls and walk
along the wall, he loves it. Then this week jumping on to the wooden benches, he knows he gets a big
fuss from us once done.

He was scared of the Poppy Soldier as we call him, but over a few days of walking around him, he is
getting used to it.
He also really enjoyed “find the treat in the snow”. We hid lovely chunks of cooked liver in the snow
when it was too cold for a walk. Maybe he could have a try at scent training!
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He loves steps and climbing, so we are thinking about trying him at Agility also.
Ronnie is fit and fast, I really want to try him at Flyball, he chases the ball but then drops it!

Ronnie has 3 events booked over the summer for his Strictly Come Barking Doggy Dancing Troupe!
I cannot wait to show you those photos, it really is hilarious fun!
We really hope to meet you at the Bulldog Bonanza, in the mean time I will leave you with these…

With thanks to Karen Chamberlain
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Join the Bulldog Breed Council Education Facebook Group:
EDUCATION STATION

The Bulldog Breed Council DVD is available through
the website.

An educational film explaining all the points in the
Bulldog Breed Standard.
www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk
Whether you wish to show your Bulldog or have him at home as the beloved pet, socialisation and
training are essential.
You will probably find puppy socialisation classes advertised at your vet’s surgery, so do go and
have fun with other puppies.
You can find local dog training classes on the Kennel Club website www.thekennelclub.co.uk
Also, why not join your local Bulldog Club. Go to the Bulldog Breed Council website
www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk—under Contacts you will find the contact details of all the Club
Secretaries.
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Have you ever considered Rescue and maybe rehoming a
Bulldog.
We have 2 Bulldog Rescue Charities:

Bulldog Rescue and The Edward Foundation
Both of these charities do amazing work on behalf of the Bulldog Breed. Unfortunately this year,
their fund raising activities have been severely disrupted due to the Covid pandemic.

For details on how to contact them, or to make a donation, please go directly
to their websites.

Do you need specific advice about a condition or problem your bulldog displays?
Bulldog Rescue are putting together a Bulldog Guide, aimed primarily at those that adopt
dogs from us with specific issues, it's hoped that this section of our web site will go a long way to
help all bulldog owners around the world. This Free Guide will be updated with articles on a regular basis and we want to know what you want to know.
In the pipleline




Living with an epileptic Bulldog
Living with an incontinent Bulldog
Our Guide to avoid your dog being stolen

What would you like to add? Just go to the Bulldog Rescue site, and let them know.

FOR HELP AND ADVICE FROM THE HEALTH AND EDUCATION
COMMITTEES, GO TO THE BULLDOG BREED COUNCIL
EDUCATION STATION FACEBOOK PAGE
WE WILL ANSWER YOUR BULLDOG RELATED QUESTIONS
OR POINT YOU IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
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